Abstract. The problem of the regularization of singular systems by derivative and proportional output feedback is studied. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given to guarantee the existence of a derivative and proportional output feedback such that the closed-loop system is regular and of index at most 1. It is also shown that the closed-loop system becomes strongly controllable and observable by using this feedback.
Introduction. Consider a linear and time-invariant system
Eẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), (1)
where E, A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m , C ∈ R p×n , m ≤ n, p ≤ n. When E = I, (1) is simply a normal system. Well-known results for normal systems have been obtained over the years and may be found in much literature on control theory. Now our attention will be focused on the case when E is singular.
Existence and uniqueness of solutions to system (1) are guaranteed if (E, A) is regular, that is, det(αE − βA) ≡ 0, where the scalars α and β cannot be simultaneously zero. It is well known that for a regular pencil (E, A) there exist nonsingular matrices M and N such that
where the eigenvalues of L coincide with the finite eigenvalues of the pencil and J is a nilpotent Jordan matrix such that J i = 0, J i−1 = 0, i > 0, corresponding to the infinite eigenvalues. The index of the system, denoted by ind(E, A), is defined to be equal to the degree i of nilpotency.
For systems that are regular and of index at most 1, they can be separated into purely dynamical and algebraic parts, and in theory the algebraic part can be eliminated to give a reduced-order normal system. The reduction process, however, may be numerically unstable [10] .
When ind(E, A) > 1, impulses can arise in the response of the system if the control is not sufficiently smooth. Besides, the system can lose causality [15] . Therefore, an appropriate feedback control should be chosen to ensure that the closed-loop system is regular and of index less than or equal to 1.
The eigenstructure of the matrix pencil αE − βA for some α, β ∈ R determines the response of the system. On applying combined derivative and proportional output feedback u = F y − Gẏ + v to (1), the closed-loop system pencil becomes α(E + BGC) − β(A + BF C).
The main objective of this study is to derive conditions which guarantee the existence of a matrix pair (F, G) such that (E + BGC, A + BF C) is regular and of index at most 1.
For state feedback regularization of singular systems (i.e., C = I), numerous studies [5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 16] have been carried out. However, as [1, 2, 8] pointed out, methods described in these papers are based on the Kronecker canonical decomposition of the matrix pencil (E, A), and the system is separated into fast and slow subsystems in order to obtain the feedback controls. This transformation is well known to be computationally unreliable [14] .
Recently, [1, 2, 3] have investigated the regularization of system (1) by state feedback (i.e., C = I) and provided numerically stable methods for constructing the feedback gain based on orthogonal matrix decompositions. Because of the differences in nature between state feedback and output feedback, results obtained from [1, 2, 3] cannot directly apply to the case of derivative and proportional output feedback.
In a recent paper [4] , a condition has been given for output feedback regularization if the rank of E + BGC is larger than or equal to the rank of E. However, the regularization problem for the complete set of possible ranks of E + BGC has not been characterized so far. This problem will be solved in this paper.
Stabilization of singular systems by derivative and proportional output feedback can be achieved by combining the results on regularization given in this paper and pole assignment technique [9] which, at the same time, preserves regularity. Details are illustrated with an example in section 4.
Next, some notations and definitions are introduced. Within this paper, we denote
S ebc = {r | r is an integer satisfying r eb + r ec − r ebc ≤ r ≤ min(r eb , r ec )} .
It can be seen that S ebc is the set of integer r satisfying r eb + r ec − r ebc ≤ r ≤ min(r eb , r ec ), and it consists exactly of min(r eb , r ec ) − (r eb + r ec − r ebc ) + 1 integers. The full column rank matrices S E , S EB , S EC have their columns span
respectively, where N (Q) is the null space of Q.
The full row rank matrices T E , T EB , T EC have their columns span
Concepts of controllability and observability may be extended from state variable systems to singular systems. Few important definitions have been mentioned in [2, 3] , but these fundamentals are crucial for the discussions in later sections and are included here for completeness. Definition 1.1. Let (E, A) be regular. System (1) is completely controllable (C-controllable) if and only if C0:
Let (E, A) be regular ; then system (1) is strongly controllable (S-controllable) if and only if C1:
rank [E AS E B] = n. Observability conditions can be defined in a similar way as the controllability conditions C0, C1, and C2. Definition 1.3. Let (E, A) be regular. System (1) is completely observable (C-observable) if and only if
Definition 1.4. Let (E, A) be regular ; then system (1) is strongly observable (S-observable) if and only if
This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 gives some useful preliminaries. Section 3 describes the main results. In particular, three necessary and sufficient conditions for derivative and proportional output feedback regularization problem of singular systems are presented. Results related to the concepts of controllability and observability in singular systems are also discussed. A numerical example is given in section 4. Section 5 makes some concluding remarks.
Preliminaries.
In this section, some useful results are given. An easy criterion for regularity may be given by the following theorem, as mentioned similarly in [3] .
Lemma 2.1. Let E, A ∈ R n×n ; then the pencil (E, A) is regular and ind(E, A) ≤ 1 if and only if
Remark. The above lemma serves as a handy tool for determining the regularity of a given matrix pencil.
The following result is a simple extension of Lemma 5 in [3] . Lemma 2.2. Let E ∈ R n×q and B ∈ R n×m . There exist orthogonal matrices Q, U , and V such that
where E 22 ∈ R r b ×(re+r b −r eb ) has full column rank and
r b ×r b are diagonal positive definite matrices. The partitioning in U EV and U BQ is compatible.
Proof of the above lemma is similar to the one given in [3] , which readers can consult. Presented next is a new theorem based on Lemma 2.2.
There exist orthogonal matrices U, V, Q, and W such that
, (r ebc − r eb )×(r ebc −r eb ) diagonal positive definite matrices, respectively, E 33 is an (r e +r ebc − r eb − r ec ) × (r ebc − r eb ) full row rank matrix, B
is an r b × r b nonsingular matrix, and C
T is a p × (r eb − r b ) matrix. The partitioning in U BQ, W CV , and U EV is compatible. Moreover,
where U * and Σ B are orthogonal and diagonal positive definite matrices, respectively. Proof. From Lemma 2.2, we know that there exist orthogonal matricesŨ ,Ṽ , and Q such thatŨ
whereẼ 22 ∈ R r b ×(re+r b −r eb ) has full column rank. Partitioñ
whereÊ ∈ R r b ×(n−r eb +r b ) andB ∈ R p×(n−r eb +r b ) . Applying Lemma 2.2 toÊ andB once more, we obtain orthogonal matrices U * , V * , and W such that
If we let
and Σ C ∈ R zc×zc are diagonal positive definite matrices, and E 33 ∈ R y2×zc has full row rank. Hence we have the orthogonal matrices
and Q, W which give the desired transformation (3). Since
This completes the proof. The next theorem characterizes the complete set of possible ranks of E + BGC. Theorem 2.4. Let E ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m , C ∈ R p×n , for any integer r satisfying r eb + r ec − r ebc ≤ r ≤ min(r eb , r ec );
Or, equivalently,
Proof. From Theorem 2.3, there exist orthogonal matrices U, V, Q, and W such that E, B, and C are transformed like (3). For any G ∈ R m×p , let
Moreover, we have
We can chooseG
where X ∈ R (r ebc −rec)×(r ebc −r eb ) is any matrix satisfying
Substituting (8) into (7), we obtain rank
Adding r eb + r ec − r ebc to the whole inequality (9), we have the required bound r eb + r ec − r ebc ≤ r ≤ min(r eb , r ec ), where r is the rank of E + BGC.
Remark. Note that the full derivative output feedback matrix is 
whereV is given in (10) . Partitioning of U EV and U AV is compatible.
Theorem 2.5. If
have full row rank and full column rank, respectively. Proof. If U EV and U AV are defined by (11) and (12), respectively, then
T and Σ 1 are nonsingular, we have
Note that A 54 ∈ R (n−r eb )×(n−rec) ; thus A 54 has full row rank. We also have
Thus, the theorem has been proved.
3. Derivative and proportional output feedback. Without loss of generality, we assume that r ec ≤ r eb in most of the results presented in this section; however, for cases r ec > r eb , similar argument is applied to the dual system E T , A T , C T , B T . The regularization of a singular system by using derivative and proportional output feedback is studied in this section. Three necessary and sufficient conditions are provided. The first one relates to derivative output feedback, the second one to combined derivative and proportional output feedback with complete set of rank(E + BGC), and the last one to proportional output feedback.
Theorem 3.1. Given E, A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m , C ∈ R p×n , and r ec ≤ r eb , then there exists matrix G ∈ R m×p such that the pencil (E + BGC, A) is regular, ind(E + BGC, A) ≤ 1, and rank (E + BGC) = r ec if and only if
be such that pencil (E + BGC, A) is regular, ind(E + BGC, A) ≤ 1, and
Substituting (14) into (6), we obtain rank
By observing the structure of U (E + BGC)V , it can be deduced that
hence,
Since (E + BGC, A) is regular and ind(E + BGC, A) ≤ 1, then by Lemma 2.1, we have
therefore, using Theorem 2.4, we obtain
Hence the necessary conditions for the existence of G have been proved. Sufficiency. Since (13) holds, Theorem 2.4 gives that there exists matrix G ∈ R m×p such that
By reversing the proof procedure of the necessity part and using Theorem 2.4, we obtain rank(E + BGC) = r ec and rank [E + BGC AS E+BGC ] = rank [E + BGC AS EC ] = n.
Equivalently, we can say that the pencil (E + BGC, A) is regular and ind(E + BGC, A) ≤ 1 by Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 3.1 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for regularizing (1) by derivative output feedback. This condition is also suitable for the combined derivative and proportional feedback case with a complete set of possible ranks of E + BGC.
Denote
and ind(E + BGC, A + BF C) ≤ 1 for some F ∈ R m×p .
Theorem 3.2. Let E, A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m , C ∈ R p×n , and r ec ≤ r eb ; then
if and only if (13) is true.
Proof. Necessity. Since r ec ∈ S ebc , there exists G ∈ S o such that (E + BGC, A + BF C) is regular, ind(E + BGC, A + BF C) ≤ 1, and rank(E + BGC) = r ec for some F ∈ R m×p . From the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have
then we obtain
Hence rank(E + BGC, AS E+BGC ) = rank [E + BGC, (A + BF C)S E+BGC ] .
From Lemma 2.1, it can be concluded that (E + BGC, A) is regular and of index at most 1 and rank(E + BGC) = r ec . Together with Theorem 3.1, (13) results. Sufficiency. Assume r ∈ S ebc is an arbitrary integer. Now that we have
then by Theorem 2.5, it can be deduced that
have full row rank and full column rank, respectively. Let
where E T and Σ C are nonsingular, we can choosẽ 
then we have
and 
From Theorem 2.4, we know that there exists a real matrix G 11F12G2 such that
Now we have shown the existence of G satisfying
where r eb + r ec − r ebc ≤ r ≤ r ec . The above equality and (19) imply S E+BGC = S E+BGC ; then
Hence from Lemma 2.1, (E + BGC, A + BF C) is regular and ind(E + BGC, A + BF C) ≤ 1.
Hence the theorem has been proved. Related to proportional output feedback without the assumption of r ec ≤ r eb , we have Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.3. Let E, A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m , C ∈ R p×n , m ≤ n, p ≤ n; then there exists F ∈ R m×p such that (E, A + BF C) is regular and ind(E, A + BF C) ≤ 1 if and only if
Proof. From Lemma 2.1, the pencil (E, A + BF C) is regular and ind(E, A + BF C) ≤ 1 if and only if
From Theorem 2.4, the existence of F in the above equation is equivalent to
And in fact
Inequalities (21) and (22) lead to (20) and the theorem has been proved. Remark. In [4] , sufficient conditions (i.e., C1, O1, C2, O2 in their paper) are given to ensure that there exist feedback matrices F and G such that the closed-loop system is strongly controllable and strongly observable, with an index at most 1 and
for some positive integers t 1 , t 2 .
In this paper, we have obtained three necessary and sufficient conditions (see Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3) for the regularization of singular system (1) by derivative output feedback, combined derivative and proportional output feedback, and proportional output feedback, respectively, such that the closed-loop system is regular and has an index at most 1 with
In fact, these lower and upper bounds are reachable.
We will show that the upper bound min(r eb , r ec ) achieved in this paper is greater than the one in [4] (i.e., t 1 + t 2 ). By examining the reduced forms of (E, A, B, C) in [4] and (E, B, C) in our work, we can deduce that
where t 3 , t 5 are positive integers defined in [4] . After some manipulations, we obtain
Hence, under C1, O1, C2, O2, and (13), it is obvious that the upper bound in (23) min(r ec , r eb ) is greater than the 1 (i.e., t 1 + t 2 ) shown in [4] .
3.1. Controllability and observability of singular systems. Issues concerning output feedback regularization problems relating to C-controllability (and C-observability) and S-controllability (S-observability) of singular systems (1) are discussed next.
Obviously, if system (1) is C-controllable (C-observable), it is S-controllable (Sobservable). It is known that by using derivative output feedback, system (1) can be transformed into a normal system which is C-controllable and C-observable if and only if system (1) is C-controllable and C-observable. In case system (1) is not Ccontrollable and C-observable, it is still possible to use derivative output feedback to modify system (1) such that the closed-loop system is regular, S-controllable (or Sobservable), and has index at most 1. This fact is illustrated by the following theorem for derivative output feedback.
Theorem 3.4. Given system (1), r ec ≤ r eb (or r ec > r eb ), there exists derivative output feedback u = −Gẏ + v such that the closed-loop system is S-controllable (or S-observable), regular, has index at most 1, and rank(E + BGC) = r ec if and only if (E, A, B) (or (E, A, C)) satisfies condition C1 (or O1) and (13) .
Proof. Since
condition C1 is preserved by derivative output feedback. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.1, (E + BGC, A) is regular and ind(E + BGC, A) ≤ 1 is equivalent to
which is simply C2 for the closed-loop system. Also, results of Theorem 3.1 give (13) . Hence this theorem has been proved.
The above theorem is extended to the case of proportional feedback without proof. Theorem 3.5. Given system (1), there exists proportional output feedback u = F y+v such that the closed-loop system is S-controllable (or S-observable), regular, and has index at most 1 if and only if the triple (E, A, B) (or (E, A, C)) satisfies condition C1 (or O1) and (20).
Given system (1), definẽ S = (F, G)|F, G ∈ R m×p , closed-loop system given by applying derivative and proportional output feedback u = F y − Gẏ + v is S-controllable, regular, and has index at most 1} ,
Then by applying combined derivative and proportional output feedback to (1), similar results can be obtained without proof. Theorem 3.6. Given system (1), r ec ≤ r eb , then
if and only if the triple (E, A, B) satisfies condition C1 and (13).
Remark. For Theorem 3.6 we have a similar result for r eb < r ec with the dual system.
4. An example. In this section, a numerical example is presented to illustrate the results given in the previous section. It should be noted that our main results are derived based on the condensed form given in Theorem 2.3, which can be computed in a numerically stable way. A numerical procedure based on this condensed form is included in Appendix A. The program is coded in MATLAB 1 and performed on a SPARC-10 Sun 2 workstation running under Unix 3 . This test problem is adopted from [5] Since the system satisfies (13) and
the possible number of closed-loop finite poles is 3 ≤ r ≤ 5.
For instance, if we choose r = 3, we obtain By Lemma 2.1, we can verify that the closed-loop system (E + BGC, A + BF C) now becomes regular and of index at most 1. Besides, the rank of E + BGC has been increased to 4, which is the number of finite poles for the closed-loop system. It can be verified that the resulting closed-loop system (E + BGC, A + BF C) possesses unstable eigenvalues. By following the approach in [9] , we can find a proportional feedback matrix By Lemma 2.1, we can verify that the closed-loop system (E + BGC, A + BF C) now becomes regular and of index at most 1. Besides, the rank of E + BGC has been increased to 5, which is the number of finite poles for the closed-loop system. It can be verified that the resulting closed-loop system (E + BGC, A + BF C) possesses unstable eigenvalues. By following the approach in [9] , we can find a proportional feedback matrix Remark. In this paper, we have discussed the issue of finding the pair (F, G) such that (E + BGC, A + BF C) is regular, has index at most 1, and possesses desired number of finite poles. But from the numerical point of view, an optimal G is expected such that E + BGC is well conditioned. In the state feedback case, [3] has given a method to solve it. However, in the case of output feedback, this is still an open question and requires further investigation.
Conclusions.
In this paper, we have studied the problem of the regularization of singular systems by derivative and proportional output feedback. Some necessary and sufficient conditions are given to guarantee the existence of a derivative and proportional output feedback such that the closed-loop system is regular and of index at most 1. It is also shown that the closed-loop system becomes strongly controllable and observable by using this feedback. A numerical example is given to illustrate the result.
Appendix A. A numerical algorithm is developed to implement the main result given in section 3.
Input: E, A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m , C ∈ R p×n and an integer r which must be within the following bound r eb + r ec − r ebc ≤ r ≤ min(r eb , r ec ).
Output: F, G ∈ R m×p such that (a) the pencil (E + BGC, A + BF C) is regular; (b) ind(E + BGC, A + BF C) ≤ 1; and (c) rank (E + BGC) = r.
Step 1. If r ec ≤ r eb , proceed to the next step. Otherwise, use the dual system for further manipulations; that is, let
Step 2. Check if (13) holds.
Step 3. Find orthogonal matricesŨ ,Ṽ ∈ R n×n , Q ∈ R m×n such that (4) Step 6. ComputeG 12 according to (18).
Step 7. The desired output feedback matrices are
G 3G4 W,
], andF 11 ,F 2 ,F 3 ,F 4 ,G 3 ,G 4 are arbitrarily chosen.
Step 8. If (E +BGC, A+BF C) is unstable, find F s by [9] such that (E +BGC, A+ BF C + BF s C) is stable and regular. Then set F = F + F s . Remarks.
• Step 3 can be achieved by using the procedure given in the proof of Lemma 5 in [3] . This procedure only requires some simple matrix manipulations and applying SVD or QR methods for a few times, which makes this procedure numerically reliable.
• Step 5 can be achieved as follows: apply Theorem 2.3 to (Ã,B,C) to get a condensed form like (3); then use the procedure provided in the proof of Theorem 2.4 to get the desired matrix.
• Steps 4, 5, and 6 only require simple matrix manipulations and the inverses of two diagonal and positive-definite matrices which can be computed in a numerically reliable way.
